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ABSTRACT: Laser excitation of nanoparticles provides an 
appealing tool for particle engineering as well as nanoscale-localized 
photothermal material modification. In the case of plasmonic 
nanoparticles like gold, mostly on-resonant excitation is used as it 
appears to be the most efficient channel for laser heating. Yet, as will 
be shown in this paper, in the case of an excitation with picosecond 
pulse duration a drastic reduction of the energy uptake efficiency of 
gold nanoparticles is observed at on-resonant excitation with 532 
nm compared to interband excitation at 400 nm. This observation is 
found irrespective of varied gold nanoparticle size or different
synthesis methods. Based on the nanocalorimetry of laser-excited suspended gold nanoparticles with time-resolved X-ray scattering 
the transient particle temperature, heat-induced relaxation and particle expansion and nonreversible particle transformations were 
disentangled. At first glance, the lower heating efficiency appears related to ultrafast plasmon bleaching and its recovery in the 
picosecond range. Yet, following a caloric heat balance a significant residual dissipation channel remains in the case of on-resonant 
excitation, which is absent at interband excitation. Consequently, photothermal applications may suffer from lower heat generation at 
the expense of irreversible channels.
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P lasmonic nanoparticles, as of gold or silver, represent an
appealing tool for nanoscale-localized transduction of

(pulsed) laser light into electron injection, heat generation, or
structural modifications on the nanoscale. The large absorption
cross section, absent blinking1 and options to tailor the
resonance through particle shapes and composition, allow for
ubiquitous applications, such as hyperthermia,2−4 membrane
poration,5,6 near-field pattering,7−9 or diagnostic applica-
tions,10,11 just to name a few. Numerous publications reveal
the underlying mechanisms, which are now understood to a high
level of detail. Photoexcitation with visible/near-IR light elevates
bound or conduction-band electrons into free states, whereupon
thermalization of the electron gas and interaction with the
phonon bath converts the deposited energy into heat.
Depending on sizes and relaxation times, the thermal energy
of the lattice is released into the environment or taken up into
latent heat of phase transformations, such as melting or
evaporation.12 The strongly localized heat can modify the
environment on a nanometer scale by producing vapor bubbles
in suspension or emitting photoacoustic pulses,13,14 which add
shear forces to structures close to the excited nanoparticles. The
time scales, upon which these steps enroll, range from a few-
femtosecond plasmon dephasing and picoseconds of electron
thermalization and electron−phonon coupling to hundreds of
picoseconds for heat transduction and structural transforma-
tions.

Yet, in practice, experimental photoexcitation studies have
reported vastly different efficiencies for heat deposition15−17 and
related thermal threshold processes, such as particle melting or
bubble formation.18 We have recently noticed that the transient
lattice expansion, representing particle heating after picosecond
laser excitation of gold nanospheres,17 or nanorods16 was found
to be less than predicted by optical calculations, if the plasmon-
resonant wavelength of 532 nm, respectively 800 nm (for rods),
is used. This may be complicated by morphology effects in
particles of different synthesis origins.19,20

The general notion is that gold nanoparticle excitation close
to the surface plasmon resonance (SPR), which can be reached
at 532 nm for gold spheres of sizes between 5 and 100 nm is
favorable for most efficient excitation and for utilizing near-field
effects to obtain localized excitation on the nanoscale.21 Yet,
lower efficiency at the SPR as compared to shorter wavelengths
at the interband transition of gold have been described.22,23

Wavelength-dependent bacteria inactivation was studied by
Tatsuno et al.4 with nanosecond laser pulses and found to be



Figure 1. Sample characterization and time-resolved calorimetry of selected batches: citrate particles of 16 ± 3 nm (root-mean-square deviation)
diameter (left), PLAL particles of 53 ± 10 nm (center) and CTAB particles of 78 ± 5 nm particles (right). The rows display from top to bottom: (a)
TEMmicrographs (scale bars each 50 nm); (b) measured UV−vis extinction in arbitrary units scaled to the calculated absorption and extinction cross
section.29 The crosses in part b are measured, lines are calculations, the absolute cross sections for 53 and 78 nm particles have been scaled by 100 and
200, respectively, relative to that of 16 nm particles. Furthermore: (c) relative lattice expansion at 55 ps as a function of laser fluence at 400 nm (blue)
and 532 nm (green) together with lines for initial slopes (blue and green) andΔmax (red); (d) relative intensity change of the (111) reflection at 55 ps
together with the bulk Debye−Waller factor (red line) at a temperature conforming to the observed lattice expansion; and finally, (e) the time-resolved
lattice expansion converted into temperature (symbols) together with a fit (line) of the cooling kinetics (see text).



more efficient at 420 nm as compared to wavelengths closer to
the SPR. They stress the importance of scattering on the
biological action. Also in laser fragmentation a more efficient
interband heating was discussed by Hashimoto et al.8

This raises the question, whether fundamental steps in energy
conversion depend on the spectral excitation region. Minutella
et al. studied ultrafast electron dynamics of gold particles and
found longer electron−phonon coupling times at the interband
transition related to higher heating efficiency, but otherwise no
size- or wavelength-dependence close to the SPR.24 Staechelin
et al. demonstrated strong dependence of the coupling time on
particle crystallinity25 that points toward real-structure effects
acting on an observed efficiency of excitation. Although all these
general indications for a more efficient interband heating exist,
no systematic verification has been conducted up until now,
where the phase transition and crystal structure evolution of the
colloidal gold nanoparticles are being studied with ultrashort
time resolution at on- and off-resonant laser excitation.
The present study intends to provide this missing verification

by comparing the laser excitation and structure response of gold
colloids of varied size and morphologies at either the plasmon
resonance or the interband absorption by a time-resolved laser-
pump, X-ray-probe study. Pulsed X-ray scattering with 60 ps
resolution records the absolute amount of gold nanoparticle
heating at the SPR or interband transition for a set of differing
particle morphologies, laser-ablated ligand-free gold particles in
liquid (PLAL),26 chemically synthesized, polycrystalline par-
ticles by citrate,27 and highly crystalline particles by a seeded
process (CTAB).28

RESULTS
Figure 1 compiles selected data for the different particle
morphologies (citrate, PLAL and CTAB) and selected particle
sizes. The TEM data (Figure 1a) and Supporting Information)
show an ensemble of spherical particles with visible size
dispersion for the citrate particles and shape dispersion for the
large CTAB particles. Smaller CTAB particles (shown in the
Supporting Information) display high sphericity.
The size distribution of the PLAL particles peaks at 53 nm, but

a smaller population of particles <20 nm is present, which origins
from the ablation mechanism30,31 (see Figure S2 of the
Supporting Information). Nevertheless, the extinction curves
match very well with the Mie calculations (Figure 1b, performed
with comparable average particle size found from TEM,
respectively SAXS), except for a weak red-shifted pedestal for
the PLAL particles and a systematic red shift of the plasmon
peak for the CTAB particles due to the organic shell, which is not
included in the Mie calculations.
The transient heating of the gold particles is deduced from the

time-resolved powder scattering by the shift of the Bragg angle of
the (111) reflection to lower angles and also manifested by a
reduction of reflection intensity due to thermal disorder (see
Figure 1, parts c and d). Under the assumption that this peak
shift is proportional to the lattice expansion Δa/a and thus
particle heating (ΔT/T), a transient temperature can be
assigned to the particles as a function of laser fluence and
delay between the laser (pump) pulse and the X-ray (probe)
pulses.32 Limitations to this notion should be critically
addressed. First, the lattice expansion and latent heat of the
gold particles may deviate from the used bulk values. This could
indeed be the case for very small particles approaching the
quantum size limit. Large particles nevertheless have earlier been
investigated to show bulk-like behavior in thermal expansion33

and fluence-dependent lattice change.34 While both thermal
lattice expansion and latent heat are not precisely linear in
temperature, the combined caloric effect on lattice expansion is
only deviating by a few percent from linearity. Diroll et al.35

discuss an anomalous heat capacity of a TiN suspension upon
laser excitation. Such effects may appear in more complicated
systems and/or if phase transitions are approached, which will
be discussed below. Second, thermal equilibrium is assumed,
when the shift is assigned to a temperature.34 From the results in
Figure 1e), a maximum heating is observed at a delay of 55 ps,
which coincides with a maximum in lattice expansion.
The observed delay for this maximum is caused by the

convolution of finite lattice expansion and the time resolution of
the experiment. The inclusion of the resolution effect is
discussed below. At this delay, we expect efficient phonon
thermalization, such that the lattice expansion can be interpreted
as particle heating. A deviation from this thermalization can
occur for size-related vibrations36−38 of the largest particles.
Particles of 150 nm diameter possess a vibrational mode of 50
ps,38 which will modulate the scattering profile39 and can lead to
an overshoot in expansion relative to the thermal equilibrium.
Still, the vibration carries only a small fraction of the total energy.
Last, plastic or irreversible lattice deformation cannot be
excluded a priori, such as weak particle erosion40 or beginning
of melting, including surface melting. Such irreversible effects
will also emanate in the loss of crystallinity and thus reduction of
the (111) peak intensity at higher fluence, when approaching the
melting transition.
The change of lattice parameter for the selected samples is

shown in Figure 1c), suggesting a linear slope versus applied
laser fluence at the shortest possible positive delay. Nevertheless,
this linearity is violated for larger fluence to end with a vanishing
slope. This behavior shows that an inelastic modification takes
place, as the peak intensity is seen to decay at the same time.
Indeed, the horizontal linemarks themaximum lattice expansion
Δmax that bulk gold would sustain before melting in thermal
equilibrium. The expansion slope reduces, when approaching
this boundary, confirming particle melting at a delay of 55 ps and
high fluence. The peak intensity vanishes over a finite range in
fluence (part d of Figure 1). This range is on the one hand given
by the latent heat during melting, which limits lattice expansion
while dissipated heat is transformed into melting solid gold.
Takami et al.41 proposed a simple model, where sustained
energy increase of excited nanoparticles would lead to a strictly
linear particle heating before reaching a plateau in lattice
temperature in the two-phase region between solid parts and
liquid parts of the particle. This assumes a consecutive
transformation of energy into heat and later melting at the
melting point. On an ultrafast time scale, however, melting may
occur in parallel to lattice expansion, such that increasing lattice
expansion and peak intensity drop evolve in parallel. On the
other hand, the unavoidable distribution in energy density
across the nanoparticle ensemble (both due to spatial and
temporal laser fluctuations and the particle size distribution)
leads to a further smearing of the slope. This explains the
observation of a slope reduction: at sufficiently high fluence the
first fraction of particles starts to melt, while the less excited
fraction is still crystalline and shows a reduced expansion, scaling
with its lower temperature.
We concentrate on the (initial) slope of lattice expansion

versus laser fluence. This is a quantity that can be calculated
when using the particle absorption cross section and the thermal
parameters of gold, such as thermal lattice expansion and heat



capacity.34 Linear functions are added to Figure 1c) to indicate
the extracted slope. The first observation already meets the eye:
the slope at an excitation wavelength of 532 nm is smaller than
that at 400 nm. This is not expected, as the absorption cross
section of the Mie calculation predicts the opposite. The peak
intensity in each case first follows the measured slope, but shows
a stronger decay when the expansion exceeds 1% and
approaches the maximum expansion of bulk gold at the melting
point. The intersection of both lines may be assigned as the
critical fluence for the start of the melting process. The melting
transition is more directly visualized, when the peak intensity is
plotted as a function of the observed lattice expansion, which
serves as an internal thermometer. Figure 2 shows this relation

for PLAL and CTAB particles together with a calculation of the
Debye−Waller factor of the corresponding temperature. The
initial intensity decay below an expansion of 1% closely follows
the predicted behavior, indicating a pure elastic thermal
excitation. Above that value a stronger decay is observed leading
to a complete loss of crystallinity at about 1.68%, very close to
the bulk limit of 1.78%.42 Note that both 400 and 532 nm
excitation follow a similar behavior, which is seen in the other
samples as well (see Supporting Information). We therefore
conclude that lattice thermalization proceeds in a qualitatively
similar way in both cases. However, when comparing the laser-
generated 53 nm and the chemically prepared 78 nm CTAB-
covered gold nanoparticles in Figure 2, the chemically prepared
particles show a slightly different behavior. The lattice expansion
even overshoots the expected melting point expansion, at least
for a fraction of the still crystalline particles. This may be related
to a higher yield strength of single-crystalline particles with less
lattice defects and thus an elastic overshoot before melting.
The temporal evolution of the lattice expansion is shown in

Figure 1e) together with simulations of heat transfer into the
water medium. Fluences corresponding to a lattice expansion of
0.6−1% were chosen in order not to reach the melting region.
Typical cooling times range from 200 ps for the smallest to 1 ns
for the largest particles. The shortest decay times for the smallest
particles are already close to the temporal resolution; therefore,
the effect of this convolution has to be taken into account. The
dashed lines in Figure 1e) represent the temporal temperature
change convoluted with the X-ray time resolution. In particular,
for the smallest particles, the observed heating is less than the
uncorrected simulated one. A modification of cooling

originating from a slow electron−phonon coupling in
gold,43−45 which would modify temperature rise and therefore
dissipation via cooling during electron−phonon coupling, has
been neglected at this point as the effect would be small. The
resolution effect is taken into account when determining an
effective slope of temperature (lattice expansion) versus applied
fluence.
The calculated slope from the theoretical absorption cross

section both with and without temporal resolution effect is
shown in Figure 3 together with the measured slopes for the

investigated samples. The ratio between the measured slopes
and the calculated one can be interpreted as an efficiency for heat
conversion. Laser excitation at 400 nm indeed yields measured
values close or even above the calculation, while at 532 nm a
strong reduction of the efficiency by up to a factor of 3 is found.
While the spread over the samples is considerable, we find no
systematic differences depending on either of the synthesis
procedures, except for a slightly higher efficiency for CTAB
particles. The efficiency loss for 532 nm is consistent and thus
not a direct consequence of a synthesis-related difference in
particle morphology, crystallinity, or deviation from sphericity.
In fact, the plasmon-resonant excitation of gold nanorods at 800
nm earlier showed a similar, if not higher loss in efficiency.16

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Regarding the efficiency results in Figure 3, it is evident that
plasmon-resonant excitation of gold colloids to high lattice
temperatures leads to a loss in efficiency as compared to
interband excitation. This is, however, not completely
unexpected and has been reported earlier.22,23,46 Werner et
al.22 attribute this to the particular way that electron heat
capacity is changed upon inter- versus intraband excitation.
Furthermore, the bleaching effect at the plasmon resonance of
gold colloids has been extensively studied in transient
absorption spectroscopy.24,43,45,47 Typical experiments excite
the suspension at either 400 or 532 nm with femtosecond pulses
and record the transient absorption change across the spectrum.
The change of the plasmon resonance helped to discern the
effects of plasmon dephasing, electron−electron thermalization,
and electron cooling via electron−phonon coupling.48 Accord-
ing to these steps, the absorption is described to bleach within a
subpicosecond step and recover within a few picoseconds at the
SPR, depending on the speed of electron−phonon coupling.

Figure 2. Relative intensity change of the (111) reflection of 53 nm
PLAL particles (full symbols) and 78 nm CTAB particles (open
symbols) as a function of the relative lattice expansion at 55 ps together
with the bulk Debye−Waller factor at a temperature conforming to the
lattice expansion (red line) at 532 nm excitation (green symbols) and
400 nm (blue symbols). The dashed vertical line marks the maximum
lattice expansion at the melting point of bulk gold.

Figure 3. Measured expansion slope as a function of particle diameter
for laser excitation at 400 nm (blue symbols) and 532 nm (green
symbols). The lines represent the calculated expansion slope for Mie
theory. The dashed lines are the direct calculations for 400 and 532 nm
for 100% efficiency of conversion into heat and detection, while the full
lines include a reduction of observed expansion with the 60 ps time
resolution and onset of heat dissipation on this time scale.



The latter is dependent on the excitation density, as the electron
heat capacity scales with electron temperature.49 Typical
recovery times of 4−6 ps are observed, but a dependence on
the surface chemistry may shift the times.50 A minor persistent
bleach recovers within hundreds of picoseconds, reflecting the
particle cooling via coupling to the environment. A second
bleaching channel previously discussed in the literature occurs
on a nanosecond time scale, when the particle heat transfer into
the liquid leads to the formation of a vapor bubble, which
changes the refractive index around the particle and leads to a
damping of the plasmon resonance.51,52 These bubbles show
lifetimes of hundreds of picoseconds, up to nanoseconds.34,53

The onset of this cause for bleaching is, however, related to
bubble growth and thus delayed relative to the discussed pulse
lengths of picoseconds and should matter only for longer pulses.
On the basis of these known temporal bleaching effects, a loss

in absorption efficiency throughout on-resonant 532 nm
excitation is to be expected, while simultaneously the absorption
efficiency at interband absorption (400 nm) is only affected at
bubble formation. Contrarily, at 400 nm a weak absorption
increase is reported.54 This could in a similar fashion explain the
higher efficiency relative to the calculation in Figure 4.
We have estimated the bleaching effect by modeling the

transient absorbance change (see Figure 4a−c) of the Mie cross
section by
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with erf being the error function for a rising signal with
characteristic time t0, and recovery of the bleaching by electron−
phonon coupling (t1) and particle cooling (t2). The parameters
A0 and A1 represent the amplitude of the bleaching and the
relative contribution of the equilibrated electron−phonon bath,
respectively. The amplitude A0 scales with the excitation density
and thus with the instantaneous fluence F. This scaling could be
nonlinear, indicated by the exponent k. This function is
convoluted with the temporal beam profile (assumed as
Gaussian) in order to obtain the effective absorbed energy as a
function of fluence and pulse length.
Figure 4d) shows a false-color map of the calculated efficiency

as a function of laser pulse length and pulse fluence (right
diagram) as well as selected fluence-dependent efficiency
functions for k = 1 and k = 1/3 (left diagram). The parameters
used in eq 1 are t0 = 0.05 ps, t1 = 5 ps, and t2 = 500 ps, reflecting
the observed cooling times. The relative bleaching after
electron−phonon thermalization A1 is chosen to be 0.1 to
obtain a good fit. This is compared to the observed efficiency of
heating of 53 nm PLAL particles and 78 nm CTAB particles at 1
ps pulse length and the measured transmission change
(bleaching) through the suspension of 53 nm PLAL particles
at 10 ps laser pulses, both at 532 nm, see Figure 4c.
If the amplitude A0 × F is assumed to change linearly with

fluence and temperature, respectively, then the calculated
efficiency is starting at unity at low fluence to gradually
(linearly) decay. Indeed, the bleaching of the PLAL suspension
can be explained by this effect assuming a factor A0 of 0.03. Yet,
the experimental bleaching drops faster at lower fluence, which
points toward a nonlinear bleaching, i.e., the bleach amplitude

Figure 4. Prediction of the bleaching effect on the pulsed excitation at 532 nm for 53 nm PLAL particles: (a) bleaching is measured as the fluence-
dependent change of transmitted laser intensity I1 relative to the incoming intensity I0 through a cuvette; (b) change of the absorbance as a function of
time delay as proposed in eq 1; (c) bleaching as a function of laser fluence together with the predictions according to eq 1 for at k = 1 (dashed line) and
k = 1/3 (full lines) at 1 and 10 ps pulse length, respectively. The experimental efficiencies of heat generation in the nanoparticles are compared and taken
from the fluence-dependent lattice expansion from Figure 1 divided by the expected slope from Mie theory (Figure 3): (d) false color plot of the
expected reduction of efficiency through bleaching alone as a function of fluence and laser pulse length as discussed in the text (k = 1/3).



does not grow linearly with fluence. The bleaching accounts for
some 10−20% and is in good agreement with the prediction of
the damping of the plasmon resonance and its recovery on the
picosecond time scale. However, the observed heat in the
particles is still less than bleaching included, as seen by low
values around 0.3−0.5 for the range of fluences up to the
inelastic modifications when approaching the melting point.
Moreover, the observed efficiency loss already starts at low
fluence and shows no asymptotic approach to 1 toward F = 0.
Therefore, it is implied that additional channels of energy

dissipation exist that deviate the impact laser energy from the
direct beam. There are several possible effects that could
contribute to this:

(i) Scattering could be enhanced with an excited plasmon,
which would affect 532 nm wavelength stronger than 400
nm. Earlier, effects of increased scattering have been
discussed by several publications.55−57 Hwang et al.55

show that the scattering (respectively photolumines-
cence) follows the electron−phonon equilibration and is
thus transiently enhanced. However, as the scattering
cross section inMie scattering is a rapidly varying function
of particle size, this effect should not affect the smallest
particles in the same way, as their scattering contribution
vanishes relative to the absorption. Higher scattering
losses are also expected, if adjacent particles couple
through their plasmon resonance. This coupling can
occur before particles actually touch. This coupling has
been investigated by Magnozzi et al.23 and led to a
reduced efficiency at 532 nm. In that context, it is
interesting to note that the CTAB particles are better
stabilized such that plasmon coupling would have a lower
effect. This could contribute to the slightly higher
efficiency as seen in Figure 2.

(ii) The resonantly excited plasmon at 532 nm can cause
different dissipation channels, such as photoelectron
emission or microplasma formation.58−60 In this case,
energy is dissipated into the system but not detected as
particle heating. Electron emission is a well established
dissipation channel;58,59 however, the discussed yield of
several hundreds of electrons at moderate laser fluence
would only carry a minor fraction of the absorbed energy
of the particle.

(iii) Also, a direct coupling of the plasmon into exciting the
adjacent water layer could divert energy from the particle
directly into the aqueous shell around the particle. Zhao et
al.61 have recently studied theoretically and by molecular
dynamics simulations the energy transfer across the
particle−water interface upon laser irradiation. They
argue about direct coupling into the water phase and
enhancement of conduction. This could be accompanied
by water splitting.62,63

(iv) Finally, inelastic processes of the particle lattice could
contribute to a diversion of energy from the observed
heating channel. At higher excitation beyond 1% in lattice
expansion near-field ablation has been observed,40 but
also surface melting, or defect annealing, could contribute
to energy uptake. A small indication might be that the
relation between lattice expansion and Bragg peak
intensity reduction shows slight differences between 400
and 532 nm excitation as indicated in Figure 2, in
particular for the CTAB particles.

One should be aware that a discrepancy between the
theoretical Mie spectra and the real particle absorption could
be present. Indeed, a slight effect from nonideal spherical shape
and internal morphology could broaden the plasmon resonance.
This contribution is minor (see Figure 1), but it could cause a
slight reduction in efficiency for the less perfect citrate and PLA
particles in Figure 3. In ref 17, we also checked the efficiency of
53 nm PLAL particles for the macroscopic absorption cross
section at known mass concentration and found a similar
reduction. On the other hand, recent careful evaluation of
experimental UV−vis spectra of model gold particles has
confirmed the general reliability of the Mie calculations and
size determination64 at the interband transition, where our
observed efficiency matches the prediction.
The observed reduction in efficiency of heat generation in

picosecond-laser excited nanoparticles, therefore, is a sum of
several effects. A quasi-linear effect sets in a low laser fluence and
accounts for optical bleaching and enhanced scattering in
concentrated suspension. Nonlinear fluence-dependent dissipa-
tion channels include plastic particle modification (including
changing shape) and direct energy coupling into the near field
(water medium). Therefore, a severe reduction in efficiency
could possibly also be observed for high-intensity cw laser
heating. As result, energy dissipation through resonant
excitation at the plasmon resonance may be enhanced beyond
the pure plasmon bleaching on a picosecond time scale by
nonreversible effects. This could limit the reversibility of the
photoexcitation process and the longevity of the particles in
photothermal applications. An observed difference between
PLAL and CTAB particles indicates a relation to real structure,
such as yield strength or plasmonic particle coupling.
In conclusion, we have observed a consistent reduction of heat

generation efficiency when gold colloids are excited at the
plasmon resonance as compared to the interband transition.
Pulsed X-ray scattering is used as a calorimeter to determine the
transient particle temperature. It is thus a more direct tool than
optical spectroscopy. On the other hand, it may miss ultrafast
dissipation channels, which may be accounted for in quasistatic
experiments recording the overall temperature rise. This
reduction in efficiency can only partly be explained by a
transient bleaching of the plasmon resonance. Beyond that
further dissipation channels exist that may lead to irreversible
morphology changes. Therefore, for intense excitation of
nanoparticles, e.g., in local thermolysis or particle modification
such as fragmentation, excitation at the interband would be
more efficient than excitation at the plasmon resonance
wavelength. Yet, the proposed dark channels may add forces
to particle modification that are not explored fully.

METHODS
Nanosol Synthesis. Gold colloids have been prepared by a
physical method (PLAL) and chemical reactions. In PLAL, a
solid gold target immersed in water was irradiated by 10 ps laser
pulses of a Nd:YAG laser at 1064 nm.17,65 The obtained
multimodal size distribution is narrowed by centrifugation,
redispersion and ripening steps to obtain two fractions with
diameters of 23 and 53 nm (see Supporting Information) at a
mass concentration of about 150 mg/L. The stability of the
suspension is enhanced by adding electrolytes to form a 0.3 + 0.3
mM solution of NaCl and NaOH. Chemical synthesis has been
performed by the citrate reduction (Turkevich method) at 100
°C, where size definition with a relatively narrow distribution of
12- 15% is achieved by a variable ratio of sodium tris(citrate) to



gold hydrochlorate.66,67 As the final sizes form after an
aggregation step the nanoparticles pertain a polycrystalline
morphology.68 Seeded synthesis, on the other hand,28,69 allows
for a better size definition and large crystal sizes, potentially
leading to single crystalline particles. We have followed the
recipe by Zheng et al.,70 except for using cetyltrimethylammo-
nium bromide (CTAB, Acros chemicals) only. In brief, gold
seeds were prepared by the rapid reduction of gold hydro-
chloride byNaBH4 in the presence of 100mMofCTAB at 30 °C
and rapid stirring. Seeded synthesis in several steps, depending
on the final particle size, was performed in a stirred solution of 70
mM CTAB, 0.3 mM gold hydrochlorate, 5 mM ascorbic acid
and a selected amount of seed by adding the seeds rapidly (first
step) or continuously adding the growth solution over 2 h to a
diluted seed suspension. The final suspension is either
centrifuged (particles >30 nm) or decanted after CTAB
crystallization at 6 °C to reduce the CTAB to a concentration
of about 3 mM. The final mass concentration is set to about 50
mg/L. Size dispersion can be as low as 8%, but for the larger
particles nonspherical shapes are observed, such as cubes or
tetrahedra.
Particle sizes were determined by UV−vis spectroscopy,

transmission electron microscopy (TEM, Zeiss EM 910, 80 kV)
and X-ray small angle scattering (SAXS, synchrotron light source
KARA). The determined sizes sizes vary in particular, if the size
distribution is not Gaussian and because the relative weight of
different sizes scales differently in TEM and SAXS. The SAXS
sizes were used for discussing the size-dependent effects. We
believe that this does not change the assertions in the following,
as we analyze and discuss a large spectra of sizes with low size
increment of the observables.
Sample Jet System. A liquid jet is driven by a syringe pump

and formed at the orifice of an open glass capillary (Hilgenberg)
of nominally 0.3 mm diameter in order to excite any portion of
the sample only once. At the capillary exit a free round jet forms
with a flow speed of 2.7 mL/min and a diameter of 0.26 mm at
the beam intersection point. After excitation, the liquid is
discarded. The laser beam is focused inside the round jet, such
that the fluence varies with depth into the jet. Numerical
simulations suggest that the total fluence change on the axis of
the intersecting X-ray beam (which is much smaller than the jet
diameter) amounts for about 20%, by partly balancing the
increase by focusing with decrease by extinction with depth.
Note that over a larger jet cross section this focusing can amount
for up to 100%.71

Pump−Probe Setup.The jet is intersected by the pulsed X-
ray beam along its diameter, the scattering of which is recorded
on a charge-couple device (CCD) camera (Rayonix MX170-
HS). The beam consists of pulses of 60 ps length (full width at
half-maximum, fwhm) at a repetition rate of 1 kHz, as selected
by a rotative chopper.72 At the same time, time-synchronized
laser pulses at 400 and 532 nm from a regenerative femtosecond
amplifier (Coherent Legend) followed a frequency doubling in a
nonlinear crystal or an optical parametric amplifier (Light
Conversion,TOPAS), respectively, irradiate the same spot on
the jet at a slight angle of 8 deg. The laser beam width is larger
than the X-ray width (0.22 versus 0.02 mm fwhm). The time
delay between both pulse trains can be varied with picosecond
precision over the full interpulse spacing.
Calibration and Analysis Procedures. The laser beam

profile on the sample has been modeled to derive a precise
fluence value (see Figure S1) by measuring the profile in two
orthogonal directions by a knife-edge scan by a thermal power

meter (Coherent). The fluence is derived by averaging the
profile over the X-ray illuminated cross sectional area. A
continuous tuning of the laser power is achieved by a motorized
wave plate combined with a Glan Laser polarizer. For 532 nm,
the laser polarization was not purely linear so that the reached
minimum fluence was limited.
Scattering on the detector is collected as 2D images with

rotational symmetry around the direct beam due to the
disordered suspension. Images were collected at a fixed delay
between laser and X-ray pulses for 10−20 s each, averaging over
(1−2) × 104 excitation cycles. After image corrections (dark
images, X-ray polarization, and solid angle correction of
detection efficiency per pixel), the scattering signal was
integrated azimuthally to yield one-dimensional scattering
curves I(q) using q = 4π/λ·sin(2Θ/2), with X-ray wavelength
λ = 0.826 Å and full scattering angle 2Θ. The scattering bears
information on large-scale changes in the small-angle region,
changes of the liquid scattering and a signal from crystalline
nanoparticles. Here, we concentrate on the scattering from the
gold particles, which can be observed as narrow peaks at given q
values. Mainly the (111) powder peak around 2.67 Å−1 is
analyzed. No significant differences are found for the (200)
reflection. We derive the lattice parameter shift Δa/a from the
shift of the powder peak as well as the reduction of the peak
intensity. The latter may be caused by lattice heating through the
increasing phonon-induced disorder and is quantified by the
Debye−Waller factor B: I(T,q) = I(0,q)·exp(−Bq2).73 Further
intensity reduction can occur, if the particles undergo (partial)
melting or destruction of the long-range order (e.g., by
fragmentation).
Fluence-Dependent Bleaching. has been measured by

applying laser pulses of 10 ps length at 532 nm from a 28.6 kHz
train of a picosecond laser (IS400-1-L, Edgewave Würselen,
Germany) to the suspension at variable laser pulse energy. A
top-hat profile was achieved by a 1.5 mm pinhole. The gold
colloid of 53 nm PLAL particles at 8.5 mg/L was placed in a 2
mL cuvette under constant stirring. Intensity before and after the
cuvette was averaged over several pulses by a photo diode or
averaged over the pulse train by a thermal power meter and used
to calculate the as the ratio between these values as negative
decadic logarithm for absorbance. Fluence was determined in a
similar way.
Reference Spectra and Calculations. The scattering and

absorption cross section of gold particles in water are calculated
by Mie theory as available in common software distributions.29

The total extinction can be compared to themeasured extinction
of the colloid samples, as represented in Figure 1. After scaling
the measured spectra to the theoretical extinction, the general
agreement between calculation and measured spectra is very
good (compare Figure 1c). It should be noted that the plasmon
peak in the range of 520−540 nm is slightly shifted to the red for
the seeded particles. This is due to the effect of a CTAB shell
around the particles, which has a higher refractive index than
water and is not accounted for in the calculation. The impact on
cross section is minor. For the calculation of the absorbed energy
in the light field of the laser pulses only the theoretical cross
sections are used. Assuming that the absorbed laser light is fully
converted into heat and neglecting dissipation the temperature
rise of the particles can be predicted. The fluence has been varied
over a large range, which would yield a linearly varying lattice
expansion (as manifestation of temperature change) as a
function of fluence. The slope of this variation will be derived
and compared to the theoretical calculations. An efficiency can



be defined by dividing the measured slope at low fluence by the
expected slope by the Mie calculation.
Heat dissipation from the nanoparticles to the water

surrounding has been calculated by an analytical Laplace
approach,32,52,74 assuming that the spreading of heat inside the
gold sphere is instantaneous (justified by the high thermal
conductivity and slow electron−phonon coupling) and
dissipation is limited by the resistance across the gold-water
interface (Kapitza resistance RK

75) plus bulk thermal diffusivity
in water. The differential equation can be solved analytically in
the limit of short laser pulses relative to the dissipation time.
Variables in the fitting of the experimental time-resolved lattice
expansion curves are the maximum temperature of the particles
and RK. Particle diameter, resolution of the X-ray probe, and
water diffusivity are fixed input parameters. More details can be
found in.52
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